Rhodamines in the gas phase: cations, neutrals, anions, and adducts with metal cations.
Optical spectroscopy of biological molecules in the gas phase has recently gained considerable attention, being able to provide complementary structural information in the absence of native matrix. Biomolecules can change their properties when brought into the gas phase, and so can chromophores associated with them. Understanding the photophysics of chromophore labels is central for the correct interpretation of experimental data. In this report, the structure and the optical properties of Rhodamine 19 (R19) in the gas phase were examined by a combination of Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry and visible-light laser spectroscopy. While R19 in solution is found either in neutral (R19(n)) or protonated (R19+H(+)) forms, other structures can be generated in the gas phase, such as anions (R19-H(-)) and adducts with metal cations (R19+M(+)). Experimental evidence for the lactone structure of neutral gas-phase R19 is presented for the first time. The different properties of gas-phase compared to solution-phase R19 are discussed in view of structural analysis of labeled gas-phase biological molecules by optical spectroscopy.